
AFP cops ask for better definition of 'corruption'
October 23, 2009 
Article from:  Australian Associated Press 
THE Australian Federal Police don't quite know what 
corruption is and want a better definition included in relevant 
laws.
"I don't think there is any universally declared understanding 
of corruption," acting chief operating officer of the AFP Paul 
Jevtovic told a parliamentary inquiry hearing today.
While some things were "quite clear", other conduct referred to 
professional standards fell into "a grey area".
A better definition would help police anti-corruption efforts.



Chapters written
1. why corruption now?
2. who is talking (and silent) about it?
3. what counts as corruption? 
4. multiple diagnoses and cures they imply
5. how much [in Pacific Economic Bulletin]
6. seven types
7. corruption and culture [in Crime Law and 

Social Change]
8. corruption and politics
9. conclusions (sketchy/’abrupt’)



Interpretivist 

“word based methods and writing, researcher 
reflexivity, and the exploration of multiple 
meanings and their ambiguities, especially 
in policy contexts in which contention over 
the policy issue under study is common”

Dvora Yanow in Fischer at al eds 2007 Handbook of 
Policy Analysis Taylor and Francis p 406



Different meanings in Pacific
• no local language words eg

– angakovi (Tonga) bad character, unkind
– keikeia (Cook Is) thief

• personal and official indiscretion
– ‘leaders who don’t go to church, party and 

travel overseas a lot’ (Nauru)
• blame giver or receiver
• business the cause, victim, or exemplar



Different styles of ethical 
reasoning

• from rules
– badness lies breaking rule/custom

• from consequences
– badness lies in consequences for 

society/economy
• from virtues 

– badness lies in dishonesty, disrespect etc



Scenario Method
• Use of scenarios to elicit interpretations

– eg ‘X hires qualified relative as driver’
– eg ‘Y gives school supplies to charity’

• Unpatterned individual differences in NSW
• NSW/PNG differences over

– seriousness of need for work
– innocence of gift

• Vertical vs horizontal differences
– relative to class as much as culture



Different responses to identification of 
‘corruption’

• Judgements of seriousness/salience
• Willingness to criticise/report
• Willingness and ability to make 

authoritative judgements (courts, laws)
• Willingness and ability to implement 

authoritative judgements (police)
• Willingness to punish or forgive



So what?
• Is one entitled to draw general conclusions 

from interpretivist research?
– ‘interesting, but curiosity/small islands’
– adding to doubt (a scientific virtue)
– activist and sponsor impatience
– ‘understanding corruption’ = condoning?

• What kind of conclusions?



Why do differences matter?
• generate disappointment

– FICAC turns 85% of complaints away 

• biting back: counteraccusation
– ‘you are corrupt in a different way’

• taxes, back pay, bank accounts

• spiraling expansion of scope/targets
– ‘why no action/coverup’

• drives explosiveness of the issue 



Implications for Policy

• First order
– read cures off from diagnosis

• eg c = monopoly + discretion - accountability
• eg corruption = lack of virtue

• Second order
– whose diagnosis to adopt in cacophony?



Deliberative processes for 
resolving differences in meaning

• law reform commissions (eg PNG, Fiji)
• joint task forces (NACA in PNG)
• assessment committee within ICACs

– community representatives
• TI’s focus groups in PNG
• ‘convening power’ of donors?
• Democratisation of knowledge?
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